Structure by drake

folding stacking and interlocking chair

Made in USA

- extra strong
- extra light weight
- extra UV resistant
- interlocking
- easy handling
- easy maintenance

snap in-snap out padded seat
• snap on, NO TOOLS required

link spacer (optional)
When linking chairs together is mandatory for public seating, our solution is excellent:
• snap on, NO TOOLS required
• leaves 3" between linked chairs
• placeholder can be used to customize seating
Structure

Classic Drake wedding chair, strong, folding and stacking, easy to handle and maintain. Optically enhanced SUPER WHITE frame, with EXTREME UV protection for extended durability. Back is arched more than in Chip models, and the frame construction feels more rigid.

MATERIAL: composite multi-layer techno-polymer, stainless steel hardware. 1/4" snap in seat is a resin board, CAL 117 Foam and PVC cover.

Available in "super white", black. Standard vinyl seat is white or black.

*** Structure TB133
***special formulation upon request

For STRUCTURE TB133 the materials of the chair itself have been upgraded to:

- Outer Material: PP Fire rated
- PAD/plastic seat board: PP Fire rated
- PAD/Seat Foam: PU Fire Resist. Class 1/M
- PAD/Vinyl Cover: 100% PVFP-PVC Fire Resist. Class M2

Exposed to an open flame, the heat release rate is much less than 80 kW, with a total heat release of much less than 25 MJ in the first 10 minutes of the test.

Available in "white" with white vinyl seat.

**WEIGHT:** 10 lbs

**DIMENSIONS:**
- Seat: 15 x 16 x 17 h [in.]
- Folded: 17 3/8 x 35 x 2 1/3 [in.]
- Stack of 25: 17 3/8 x 35 x 58 1/2 h [in.]
- Stack of 30: 17 3/8 x 35 x 70 h [in.]
- Stack of 50: 17 3/8 x 35 x 117 h [in.]